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- CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTIOÎI
This paper is chiefly concerned with the structure 
of a certain class of rings. In 1936 Stone [V] started the 
movement in this direction in a paper containing a repre­
sentation theorem for Boolean rings. In 1937 McCoy and 
Montgomery QsJ published a paper containing a representation 
theorem for a more general class of rings than the Boolean 
rings. In the intervening years several results have been 
obtained by others which aid in amplifying these original 
results. The best compilation of these results is in a 
book by McCoy Qs]] which appeared in 1948.
Before proceeding it might be well to review the 
definitions of Boolean rings and p-rings and to state some 
of the principal results contained in aforementioned papers.
Definition 1.1; A Boolean ring is a ring R such that, 
if XÊR, then
Some of the results obtained by Stone are:
Theorem 1.1: If R is a Boolean ring, R is commutative,
Theorem 1.2: If R is a Boolean ring, 2 x = 0 for all
x£ R.
Before stating the representation theorem^f^ton^ 
it should he mentioned that the symbol Ip will he used for 
the ring of the residue classes of the integers modulo p» 
Theorem 1*3: If R is a Boolean ring, then R is
isomorphic to a direct sum of the rings I^.
McCoy and Montgomery characterize a generalized 
Boolean ring, or a p-ring, in the following manner:
Definition 1.2: A p-ring is a ring R such that
z for all z £ R  and p x s O  for all x£R.
Some of the results obtained hy McCoy and Montgomery
are:
Theorem 1.4: If R is a p-ring, then R is commutative,
Theorem 1*5: If R is a p-ring, then R is isomorphic
to a suhdirect sum of the rings Ip*
In this paper a larger class of rings is studied* 
While it is too much to hope that in the more general case 
the results will he as precise as those listed previously, 
surprisingly good results are obtained *
In Chapter II we introduce the concept of a q-ring*
It is shown that every q-ring is isomorphic to a subdirect 
sum of Galois fields. Within certain slight limitations, 
the converse is also shown to he true* Necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the existence of a q-ring are 
determined. At the end of the chapter examples are given 
to show that structurally it is very difficult to differ­
entiate between q-rings *_______ ___________________________
In Chapter III the idea of a (q,c)-ring is advanced.
The connection between q and c is fully e^lored, culminating 
in the formulation of conditions both necessary and sufficient 
for the existence of these rings. Representation theorems 
for the rings are obtained. While there remain certain 
ambiguities about tbs structure of such rings, theorems are 
obtained which enable one to tell for a certain q and c 
which Galois fields must be included in a representation of 
the rings and which fields may be included in a representa­
tion of some rings with that particular q and c, but not 
included in a representation of other rings with the same 
q and c. Examples are given to clarify the theorems at the 
end of the chapter.
In this chapter considerable space is devoted to a 
study of those rings for which q z c. A conjecture is ad­
vanced, and some results are obtained. In the near future 
the author hopes to be able to prove or disprove the con­
jecture.
In Chapter IV attention is directed to a recent paper 
by Wade . In this paper the concept of a p-ring is 
generalized; the rings are then connected with Post algebras. 
It is demonstrated that many of the rings studied by Wade 
are actually (q,c)-rings.
Trt Chapter V attention once again returns to the 
original paper by Stone. The center of attraction at this 
time da? the rather remarkable operations. often_called-----
4logical suffi and logical product, -mhichIsnableT^ iffi
struct Boolean algebras from Boolean rings. These operations
have the unusual property of being mutually distributive.
It is shown that for the S-ring the only operation which is 
mutually distributive with multiplication is one which trans­
forms everything into zero. The commutative, associative 
functions such that multiplication distributes over them are 
determined. In conclusion, the commutative, associative 
functions which distribute over addition are also ascertain­
ed.
CHAPTER II 
THE q-aimgS
Since the q-ring is a generalization of the p-ring 
and Boolean ring, we shall first recall the definition of 
those rings and point out some of the considerations which 
led to this particular generalization*
A Boolean ring R is a ring of more than one element 
with the additional property that, for all x£R, z* Erom 
this it follows that, for all x£R, S x - 0, and R is commuta­
tive.
McCoy and Montgomery formulated the concept of 
a p-ring as a ring R of more than one element such that, for 
all z £ R, (1) z, and (2) p z=-0. It is to he noted that 
(2) does not follow from (1) as in the case of the Boolean 
ring. The remark should he also inserted that when p>2, (2) 
has the effect of eliminating the Boolean ring as a trivial 
example of a p-ring.
Definition 2.1: A ring R of more than one element
is called a q-ring,q.:^ 2, if
(1) = X for all zC R, and
(2) if l^t<q, then there is a z £ R  such that z ^ z.
An equivalent formulation of (21 which will be used 
at various times is
(2^) If there exists an r ? l  such that x“*s x for 
all x£R, then r g q*
A more natural generalization of the p-ring might 
appear to be one obtained by replacing (2) by 
(5) qx= 0 for all x£.R*
However, there is still an open question as to whether or 
not the class of rings having properties (1) and (3) in­
cludes any rings other than the p-rings* Some results in 
this connection appear in Chapter III*
While it was deemed necessary to discard (3), it
was imperative that some restriction be included to eliminate
various trivial examples of q-rings. (2) accomplishes this; 
thus, a Boolean ring can not also be a 4-ring.
We shall call q the degree of the ring*
In our investigation of the q-rings we shall depend 
quite heavily on a theorem due to Jacobson two
theorems due to Birkhoff Qg]* These theorems follow*
Theorem 2*1 (Jacobson) : If for every element x in
a ring R there exists a positive integer n (x) such that 
then R is commutative*
Theorem 2*2 (Birkhoff): Every ring is isomorphic to
a subdirect sum of subdirectly irreducible rings.
Theorem 2*5 (Birkhoff): Every subdirectly irreducible
commutative ring without non-zero nilpotent elements is a___
field.
It should he mentioned that the only elementary proofs 
of Theorem 2.1 are due to Herstein In the first
paper Herstein offers an elementary proof that R is commuta­
tive when n is constant ; in the last paper he offers an 
elementary proof of the more general theorem. Forsythe and 
McCoy [9^ offer an elementary proof in the case n is a prime, 
while Eaplansky Q.(Q has been able to prove commutativity 
in a slightly more general case.
Definition 2.2; The characteristic of a ring R is 
the least positive integer c such that cz-0 for all x e R; 
if no such positive integer exists, we say that the character­
istic is infinite .
We first show that the characteristic of a q-ring is
finite.
Lemma 2.1; If R is a q-ring, the characteristic c 
of R is a divisor of n ^  - n.
Proof : Let x£R. Then nx £ R, and (nx)^= nx. That 
is, n^ x^ - nx = n*^x - nx = (n^-n) x-0. Hence, the character­
istic is a divisor of n ^ - n.
This raises the question as to whether or not, for 
a fixed q, every divisor of 2 ^ -  2 is the characteristic 
of some q-ring. While we as yet have no basis for an answer, 
it is a consequence of Theorem 3.1 that such is not the case. 
Some examples will be given at that time.
______ It_fo%low3_from_Theonem— 2.2-that-eveny^q-rlng—ia----
8isomorphic to a subdirect sum of subdirectly irreducible 
rings, each of idiich has the property that, for all
X. Then, by Theorem 2,1, these rings are commutative, 
and, by Theorem 2.3, these rings are actually fields, since 
these rings can have no non-zero nilpotent elements* It 
can easily be sbovn that these fields are actually the Galois 
fields.
Lemma 2.2: A field F all of vhose elements satisfy
the equation x*'îr x, contains not more than q elements.
Proof: Let p(x)r x ^ - x. Every element in F is a
root of the equation p(x) =0^ and has associated with it a 
linear factor of p(x) . Let the elements
of F. Then (x - oC, ), (x -tf<^  ), •••, (x are factors
of p(x). Let f(x) c (x (x ... (x -^^). Then
p(x) —  g (x)f(x). Since f(x) is of degree r and p(x) of 
degree q, it follows that r 6  q.
Theorem 2.4: A subdirectly irreducible q-ring is a
Galois field.
Proof: This follows immediately from Lemmas 2.1 and
2.2 and the discussion proceeding Lemma 2.2.
We now see that if R is a subdirectly irreducible 
q-ring, then q -  p^for some p and some positive integer n.
If R is a q-ring or even a ring with property (1), 
definition 2.1, and x£R, the element has properties
both interesting and useful in obtaining later results. We 
sha 11 now establish__spme _ p f _ t h e j 3 0  To_simp_lify 
the notation we shall place e^ n ♦
Lennaa 2.5: If R is a ring with property (1) and
X ÊR, then e ^  x =: x.
Proofs X - x ^ “  ^X s X ^  X.
Leaana 2.4: If R is a ring with property (1) and
x£R, then e ^ =  e^* n - 1,2,5,••••
Proofs This can be proved by induction* First,
<  = (%*")'= X t  %»''. %. ;c»'\ X^-'= «K .
Assume true when n%k. Then,
Lemma 2.5s If R is a ring with property (1) and
x£R, then j .
Proofs This follows at once from Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4. 
Lemma 2.6s If R is a ring with property (1) and 
xgR, then )C^, ^ s ,
Proofs Lemma 2.5 establishes this for the case 
m =  1. When m>l, we have
Lenana 2.7s If R is a q-ring, there is an element 
x £ r such that if x^- x, then r-lsn(q-l) for some positive 
integer n.
Proofs The definition of a q-ring assures us that 
there is an element xf R such that x a x, but x ^ x, l<t<q.
10
A^l ~ -f- ^ < g:
Then
X . e r / = x ^ " l x .
Since b/'l<q, this is impossible unless b f 1= 1. Thus, 
r-l-n(q-l), ard the lemma is established*
Lemma 2,8s If R is a q-ring and x£R, then
X, ••■.
Proof; By Lemma. 2.5 we have
^xT A- X , = /, •?, 3, * .
But e^=x^~^, so we have
(x*'')^x= X.
We are now in a position to prove a theorem which 
plays an iaç)ortant role in ascertaining the structure of 
q-rings.
Theorem 2.5; If R is a q-ring, every non-trivial 
homomorph R® of R is a q»-ring with q*- 2 or q ^ l  (mod (q*-l))* 
Proofs From the definition of homomorphism z® & R® 
implies that z®%= z®. Yet it may also be true that z®^-z®,
lc^q®< q, for all z® £ R® • If there are q, , q^, q^, ...,
q^, l<q^< q, 1 = 1,2, ... n, with this property, let
' "j .
Otherwise, q®- q. If q® Z2, it is clear that R® is a Boolean 
ring. If q® ;y 2, then there is an element y f R® such that 
y^ c y, but y ^  y if 1*^  t <q® . Let t ot
 ^  ----------
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Since s < q» , and y ^ y ,  1 < t < q*, belTr^^
Hence, q^-r(q*-l)i^ 1, and q =1 (mod (q*-l)).
It was established in Lemma 2.1 that the character­
istic of a q-ring is finite. A more important result con­
cerning the characteristic follows.
Theorem 2.6; If R is a q-ring, the characteristic 
of R contains no repeated prime factors.
Proof: From Theorems 2.2 and 2.4 we know that every
q-ring is isomorphic to a suhdirect sum of Galois fields.
The characteristic of a Galois field is a prime. The charac­
teristic of a suhdirect sum of Galois fields is the least 
common multiple of the characteristics of the Galois fields, 
that is, the least common multiple of a set of prime numbers. 
Hence, the characteristic of R will contain no repeated 
prime factors•
In view of the rather severe restrictions thus im­
posed on the characteristic of a q-ring, one might naturally 
ask if there is a ring of degree q for every positive q.
That such is not the case is proved in the following theorem.
Theorem 2.7: If R is a q-ring, then either q=:2 or
there exists a prime p and a positive integer n such that 
q= l (mod (p/^l))#
Proof: By Theorem 2.2 we know that R is isomorphic
to a suhdirect sum of subdirectly irreducible rings. This 
isomorphism establishes a natural homomorphism between R 
and the subdirectly irredacible_rings_» Prom_Theor_em_2.5---
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we leam that these rings are also q-rings* If degree 
of R is greater than two, then the degree of at least one 
of the subdirectly irreducible rings must be greater than two, 
for the subdirect sum of a set of rings of degree two is of 
degree 6 two. Let I be the ring of degree q‘, q*;>2. Then, 
by Theorem 2.5, q s l  (mod(q’-l)). According to Theorem 2.4 
T is actually a Galois field; hence, there exists a prime 
p and a positive integer n such that q* = p"^ Consequently,
^  / ( x w / ,  0 ] ,
While this may appear to be a relatively weak re­
striction on q, it eliminates as possible values of q such 
numbers as 6, 12, and 14.
naturally it is desirable to determine conditions both 
necessary and sufficient for the existence of a q-ring. Be­
fore we can do this, however, it is necessary to prove a 
theorem which is not only essential to this task but is also 
of considerable interest in its own right.
Theorem 2.8; The subdirect sum R of the Galois fields
GP^ *^ " , • • • > G P G F , • • • » GF >
, ..., GF^ '^^ '^ 'h/ , *
q-ring with q •=: 1+ - I » • • •, / >
and with
characteristic x: = •
Proof: That the subdirect sum of a set of Galois fields 
is a ring is well-known. We shall now show that it is a 
q-ring . Let x£ R. Then_xj^ (x_//_,— ------
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2^'ttx,* 9  ^ • Since 2c*^  e G¥
"^- ^ • I--©t q-l-lcm (^ ,°^ "-/ , . ., ,
P^*'-/ * •••» - / ' •••» » ••*> ^^ '^ *"'^ 1)-
, c^.-- .
- / ) • Then
<T
( e ) '^ = <f ^ .. . Eenc(
>  >
II »
—  x^-^ 
o' a
— X  •
, x / -, • • • 2^-f»2, » •. . > »
•//ft, * , •••, > • •• 9 ^/ni 9
*,., x^^^)=x. To show that R is a q-ring we need to show 
that condition (S’) also holds.
By Lemma 2.7 there exists an element y^ . g such
that if Jj^ =. 7aV then r-l= n (pfV— / ). Let 2 ;^ = (... ,
Aâ
y — , ...) and z*'= z for all z g R. Then y- = y«v and r-1 = 
nr*^(pj*>-/ ), i = l,2, ..., n, j.= l,2, ..., n . Hence,
r—1 = 1cm (p / , . .., P*^'"**'— / f P - / 9 ••*9 P^ —^ ! 9
.. ., > .. ., )=q-3., and r 2 q. Consequently,
R is a q-ring.
Let m — p, p^ .. .p^ . There exists an element
y\^  s GPp7*/- such that p c y*^ 3 0, but r l£^ =^  0 If p/. Let
X ^  - (..., y^  - , ...) g R and let the characteristic of R be 
^ f
c. If cx^ =  0, then c y-. % 0, anl c = * i=l,2, ..., n#
S' V '
Hence, c^Ap, p^ ...p^ ^  m.
Let X —  (X/y , . . . f J> ^JZ/ 9 • • * 9  ^2m.^9 • • • 9  ^ ^ 1 9
 Then_.mx _mx
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•••, 0) — 0. Accord­
ingly, c m .
Thus, c — m.
Conditions both necessary and sufficient for a ring 
R to be a q-ring can now be established.
Theorem 2.9: There is a ring of degree q if and
only if
/-h ^
L - y y u
if i^ k or j 1.
Proof: Let qr 1 4- 1cm (p^^-/ )•
X, = A Z  • • •.
We wish to show that there is a ring of degree q. Let R
be the direct sum of the Galois fields , i:rl,2,.,.,
n, j = 1,2, . ,  n^ • By Theorem 2,8 this direct sum is a
q-ring with
r /-/' J-c*rv C ^
" V
Let R be a q-ring. Then by Theorems 2.2 and 2.4 R 
is isomorphic to a subdirect sum of Galois fields, GFp^‘^  , 
1= 1,2, .. .,n, j = 1,2, .. ,,n/ . Without loss of generality we 
can asstuue that if i^ k or j ^  1, since the
repetition of a Galois field affects neither the character­
istic of degree of the ring. Hence, by Theorem 2.8, qnl-/- 
1cm (pj^ ‘^ —  / ) •
t - ! ^S, ^
---------------------------------------------------------------
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At the conclusion of Theorem^2T?^we~cïtëT~sëveraï 
numbers -sshich could not serve as possible values of q. We 
can now add other numbers to this list. For ezample, 10 was 
not eliminated as a possible value of q by Theorem but
it is elimi.nated by Theorem 2*9.
While the results obtained in this chapter give some 
insight into q-rings, a few ezangles will suffice to show 
that the actual structure of the rings is rather indefinite. 
To illustrate, 1 3 = 1 -flcm (7-l,5-l), 13 = 1 -f-1cm (13-1,4-1), 
and 13 = 1 -J-lcm (13-1,3-1). That is, one can construct a 
q-ring, q = 15, as the subdirect sum of GFy and GP^, or as 
the subdirect sum of GF/^ -and GFy, or as the subdirect sum 
of GF 13 and GFj. The previous remarks are not intended to 
exhaust the possible means of constructing q-rings, q- 15, 
but only to mention a few. From these we can see that the 
actual structure of the rings may differ quite widely.
It is of interest to note that the characteristic of 
the first ring is 35, the characteristic of the second is 
52, and the characteristic of the third is 39. This would 
seem to indicate that consideration of both the degree and 
the characteristic of a ring is essential to any attempt to 
study the structure of these rings. The results obtainable 
in this fashion comprise the major portion of Chapter III.
CHAPTER i n  
RESTRICTED q-RîîîgS
We first define some of the terms used in this 
chapter.
Definition 5.1. A (q,c)-ring is a q-ring of character­
istic c.
If there exists a ring of degree q and characteristic 
c, q will be said to belong to c.
Two results obtained in Chapter II are important in 
establishing relationships between q and c. By Lemma 2.1 
we find that c must be a divisor of 2 ^  2. By Theorem 2.6 
we find that c is the product of distinct primes. We are 
now in a position to prove a more restrictive relationship 
between q and c.
Theorem 5.1. If q belongs to c.-sp^  p^ p^
P*.^/^ if i ^  3, then either p^c 2* and/or there are positive 
integers ^ / such that q= 1 (mod(pj^‘ -/ )), 1 = 1,2, ...* 
n.
Proofs Let R be a (q,c)-ring, ccp^
p p • if 1 3. By Theorems 2.2 and 2.4 we know that R is
(/
isomorphic to a subdirect sum of Galois fields, and, by
16
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Theorem 2.8, that the characteristic of ~R is the least coi^ oii 
multiple of the characteristics of the Galois fields. Hence, 
there must he at least one Galois field of characteristic 
P/ in this subdirect sum, at least one of characteristic p^ , 
and at least one of characteristic p^ • Let GF^!^ be the 
Galois field of characteristic p^ . The isomorphism between 
H and the subdirect sum of Galois fields establishes a 
homomorphism between R and Q'Fjo^ * • If p^* 2, then, by
Theorem 2.5, q = 1 (mod(p^ - / ) ) ; if pt^'* = 2, then p^ . = 2, 
and the theorem is established.
Following Lemma 2.1 we raised the question of whether 
or not every divisor of 2 - 2  was the characteristic of some 
ring of degree q. We can now cite some examples which show 
that such is not the case. For, let q — 4. Then 2 ^  -2 = 14.
7 is a divisor of 14. Yet there is no (4,7)-ring, since 4^1 
(mod 6). However, all the results that we have obtained 
thus far do not enable us to answer questions about the 
existence of certain (q,c)-rings. To raise one: Is there
a (5,6)-ring? 6 is a divisor of 2 ^  -2, and 5=1 (mod 2).
Every condition imposed by Lemma 2.1, Theorem 2.6, and 
Theorem 3.1 has thus been satisfied. Despite this, we have 
no assurance that there is a (5,6)-ring. The next theorem 
establishes necessary and sufficient conditions for the ex­
istence of a (q,c)-ringj these conditions eliminate the 
possibility of a (5,6)-ring.
:______Theorem 3.2.^j^bo^longs JtcL_c_^ p.,_p,,_p_,_-._..p.^ -,^ p«^ :^—
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when i ^  JVif only if there~e^st“^ ^~^~lTVach that
q — 1-Mcm (p^V-/ ).
C~ f/S, ”'t 'TL/
^ - f,a.,.. ^ /Xxi
Proof: Let qrl-flcm (p^?_ f ) .
C-f,i,"'f -W
Let R he the direct sum of the fields GP^f‘3- • Prom 
Theorem 2*8, we know that E is a q-ring with
q - 1 f 1cm (p^“ÿ_ / ),
■Cz /*u
"V n»’
and c = p^  p^ ...p^* Hence, q belongs to c.
Let R be a (q,c)-ring* Then, as before, R is iso­
morphic to a subdirect sum of Galois fields GPpj**^ ' • Again 
using Theorem 2.8 we find that
q=: 1 f 1cm - / )
and c=P, P^...P^, P^ :^  if L. Since c=p, p^...p^, 
we have
Since p is a divisor of P, P^...P^, there is a P^=P/* 
Conversely, since P^ is a divisor of p^ p^ there is
a p^rrP^* Hence, the primes P^ are just those primes p^, 
i= 1,2,3,..., n, which are the factors of c. Thus we have 
shown that if q belongs to c^ p ^ p^ ...p^, there exist z 1 
such that
q := 1 -f 1cm ( p*  ^—  / ) •
A =/,a, -
I______ ConoIJLany—3-.Xt-^ -If^ q- belongs- to_G=-P_,. p%.-P3— ._.^p,K/j,---
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then ^ --------------------------------------------------
Proofs It follows Immediately from Theorem 3.2 that 
the minimal q which belongs to c is that for which 
for all i and j. I.e., 1 + 1cm (p, -1, -1, p^ -1,
We now see that there can be no (5,6)-ring since
there do not exist such that
5 = 1 -f 1cm 1, ) ,
^L=
In Chapter II we raised the question of rings whose 
degree and characteristic are equal. We know there are 
such rings, for the p-rings of McCoy and Montgomery have 
this property. It is the conjecture of the author that 
there are no other rings with this property, but the question 
is still open. A partial answer follows.
All rings whose degree q and characteristic c are 
equal have the following properties:
(1) q P.f PV If 3,
(2) p p p ...p s 1 + 1cm (p • -1),
9 2m 9 C. = I,S, /
(3) q is a divisor of 2^ -2.
Lemma 5.1; If n p^ l, then 1cm (p^  -1, p^ -1, ..., 
P/K.-IX'P/
Proof: Lem (p^  -1, -1, p^ -1) = -1) (p^  -1)
-1) ^  P, Pj. — P^ ., <P^-’-)=P/ Pz --'P^ -P,
Pz < P, P»
20
Leanaa 5.2: If p, , then -i ^  ïcm -1,
P^'K -1) •
Proof; Assume there exist such that p, p_ -1 =
1cm (p^ 'f* -1, p^'‘3**' -1) * Since p, -1 divides -1,
it divides Pj p^ -1* Likewise, p^ -1 divides p^ p^ -1*
Hence,
(1) P, Pg,= I (mod(p, -1)),
(2) p^  p^2Ll (mod(p^ -1)).
The above can be written la the following form
(I*) Pa=l (mod(p, -1)),
(2M  p^  = 1 (mod(p^ -1)) .
From these we obtain
(5) P^ = 1 +r (p, -1),
(4) p, = 1 +s (pg^  -1) .
These lead us to
Pi =-4r -t ^  (p,
Hence,
2_i zl - r (p, -1),
p ^ -1 = rs(p^ •!),
1 =  rs*
But r and s are both positive integers, so that r « s^ = 1* 
Consequently, we find that p^  3 p^  ^in contradiction, and the 
lemma is established.
Lemma 5.5; If n > l  and there is an i such that p^ =: 2,
then
21
“  P , X  -^ly
c-=*t, 2, •••^  ^
'^42,'"/ 'K^
Proof: For definiteness assume that p, = 2* Then
P , Pj ...p^ is even. Since p^ if ± Û  then p^ 
will be odd and P^^/ will be odd. Accordingly, P^*^ -1 
will be even, ani
1 f 1cm ( p -1)
will be odd. This proves the lemma.
Hardy and Wright Q.^ list only 6 composite numbers 
q less than 2,000 which are divisors of 2^ -2. These are 
541, 561, 645, 1387, 1729, and 1905. Each of these can be 
eliminated as a possible value of the degree and character­
istic of a ring by one of the preceding lemmas or by showing 
directly that it can not be written in the form
Pi P^  ...^= 1+ 1cm (p^ ?^ > -1)*
Â'Z (,
0 • • y
We now know that if there is a (q,q)-ring, q composite, 
that q must be greater than 2,000, that it must be the product 
of at least three odd primes, and, furthermore, that in the 
representation of q as
1 -f-lcm (p^ *?' -1)
at least one of the is greater than one.
<T
An example will show that the technique used in 
proving Lemma 5«2 is inadequate in the general case. Let___:
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P, = 5, and p, =: 13 . Then -1 la di^sïbï©
ty p ^ -1, P^ -1* and. p^  -1. By considering all such
that p^‘^ < ^  %  "1# It can be shown that there are no
such that p , p^ Pg -1 = 1cm -1).
t = i, S, 3
We are at present left in the position of neither being 
able to prove that there is no (q,q)-ring, q composite, nor 
being able to exhibit such a ring*
Definition 3*2: If q belongs to c, the c-maximal
divisor set of (q-1) is.the set of all divisors of (q-1) of 
the form pj^ * -1, p^ a prime factor of c.
Note that Theorem 3.2 assures us that there is at 
least one divisor of q-1 of the form pj^ -1 for each prime 
factor of c*
Definition 5*5; A subdirect sum T of Galois fields 
is a representation of a (q,c)-ring R if T is isomorphic to 
R*
Definition 3*4: A Galois field GP^ /'^ ’ is a component
of a (q,c)-ring R if there exists a representation of R which 
includes *
Definition 3*5: The Galois field GPy*y is an essential
component of s. (q*c)-ring R if every representation of R in­
cludes GP^^ *
Lemma 3*4: If GPp^ j^^  is a coaç>onent of a (q,c)-ring,
then c = *
______ Proof: Let R be a {q-c)-ring with GPp^jjLas_a_com----
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ponent* Then R is isomorphic to a suhdirect sum of Galois
fields, GPp|^ " , GPp^ '*, , GPp^‘» , GPp^‘3^ ,
GPp^^', , Gîï)^^^^ GPp^'*^
if k m or 1 n. Hence, by Theorem 2.8, cnp, p^
= *
Lemma 3*5; If GFp^*f is a consonant of a (q,c)-ring, 
than -1) is a member of the c-maximal divisor set
of (q-1) #
Proof: Let R be a (q,c)-rii^ with GPî>^ ‘^  as a com­
ponent* That is, E is isomorphic to a subdirect sum of
Galois fields GPp^" , ••», GPp^ '^ , , *.., GPp^-' , ••*,
GPp^>^ , GFp%"% GPp^-"- . By
Theorem 2.8, q-1 = 1cm (p,**" -1, .*., p^ "*' -1, ••*, pf‘^ -1,
..., p?‘> -1, ..., pj‘>««: -1, . p%- -1, pZ""" -1).
By Leiaaa 3*ê p* is a prime factor of c. Hence, (p^V -1) 
is a member of the c- maximal divisor set of q*>/.
Leama 3.6: If q belongs to c, the least conmon
multiple of the c- maximal divisor set of (q-1) is (q-1).
Proof: Let S be the c-maximal divisor set of q-1.
The 1cm = q-1, since every member of S is a divisor of
q-1.
Since q belongs to c, we have, from Theorem 3.2
q- H- 1cm (p^  V -1) ,
where p^  is a prime divisor of c. Hence, (p  ^*?" - 1) s s , and
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 ïcï{s} 2  loi“ fp^-T^^Ï)V q-T7------------ --
(r ■^z • ■ 'f
Accordingly, 1cm s^j: = q-1*
The preceding lemmas place us in position to develop 
our fundamental structure theorems* We shall first prove 
that every member of the c-maximal divisor set of (q-1) is 
a component of a (q,c)-ring.
Theorem 3.3: If p'^'^ -1 is a member of the c-maximal
divisor set of (q-1), then GFp^ is a component of a (q,c)- 
ring*
Proof; Let p ^  -1 be a member of the c-maximal"fi,
divisor set of (q-1) * Since q belongs to c - Py p^  .. .p^ , p.^ 
p^ if i j, then, following Theorem 3.2, there exist z i 
such that
q r r l - f - lc m  (p f^ ^  - 1 ) .
(, 2^ " 4/1/
It may be that p ^  -1 is included in the set (p^: V  -Ij * If 
it is, let R be the subdirect sum of * According to
Theorem 2*8, K is a (q,c)-ring with
q= If-lcm (pJV -1)
■ --/zw
and c p, p^ •
If p^* -1 is not included in the set -ij , let
R be the subdirect sum of GPpf"> and GPp^"^ * Again using 
Theorem 2.8, R is a (q*,e*)-ring with
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q.' ..I::: Icia -,]L).
.,xK, ' *
-q-1. It also follows that c*- p, ^ — ^=c. Hence, R is a 
Cq,c)-ring* In either case, is a component of a
(q,c)-rlng.
Of even more interest is the theorem which follows, 
dealing with the essential consonants of a (q,c)-ring* The 
representation theorems of Stone (jQ and McCoy and Montgomery 
[2j[ are special cases of this theorem.
Theorem 3.4: 01%^ is an essential component of a
(q,c)-ring if and only if p^ is a factor of c,(p^ -1) is a 
member of the c-maximal divisor set of (q-1), butCp^ *" -1) 
is not a member if 1.
Proof: Let 8 be the e-maximal divisor set of (q-1).
Let (p^ .-i) fis, but (p^‘ -1) ^ S if oiiP’l* Since p^  is a 
factor of c, every representation of a (qyc)-ring must in­
clude a Galois field of characteristic p^. Suppose some 
representation includes GPpf^ , o(i>l. Then, by Lemma 3.5, 
(p^‘ -1) is a member of S in contradiction. Therefore,
every representation will include GP^- •
Let G F ^  be an essential component of a (q,c)-ring. 
Then (p^  -1) € S and p,,' is a factor of c. Suppose (p^ '" -1)
S's, «'^ 5^ 1. Then, by Theorem 3.3, there is a (q,c)-ring R 
whose representation includes GPy^ J"* . Let the representation 
of R include , ..., GP^?% , GP^ , • —  , GFp^ '^ '^ -'•
Let T be the direct sum of all the fields appearing_in_the--
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represeatatlbn W  R except T
with q*-l=lcm (p;*" -1, ..., p^ '^  -1, ..., -i) - icm
(p^“ "1* •••j p/—1, p^‘ -1, •••> —1)= q—1 since
p^-1 Is a divisor of pf* -1. Also c»-^, ... p^ - ... p^ :=.c.
We have thus constructed a (q,c)-ring with a representation 
not including GPïtc' in contradiction. Hence, (p"%" -1) ^  S,
?' 1*
Corollary 5.2; If q belongs to c c p^ p^  ... p^, p^-^ 
if i j, and p^ --1, i =: 1,2, ..., n,is a member of the 
c-maximal divisor set of q-1, but p^^ -1, «f<i^ l, i = 1,2, ..., 
n, is not a member, then every (q,c)-ring is isomorphic to 
a subdirect sum of Galois fields GFp^, i = 1,2, ..., n.
Proof: This follows Immediately from the previous
theorem.
The MeCoy-Montgomery representation theorem, which 
includes the Stone representation theorem, is actually a 
special case of this corollary. The hypotheses of this 
theorem restrict the rings to those for which q =c =p and 
the only member of the c-maximal divisor set is p-1. Accord­
ingly, the rings are isomorphic to a subdirect sum of Galois 
fields GPp.
Theorem 5.5: GFp^ '^  , is an essential component
of a (q,c)-ring if and only if p^ is a factor of c, Cp^‘ -1) 
is a member of the c-maximal divisor set S of (q-1), and
1cm S^-Cpy"" -1)1 <  q-1.
 Proof : Suppose -1 is a member of the c-maximal
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divisor ^ sëî~S" 0r~Cq-1> and q-1%
Suppose the representation of the (q,c)-ring R does not in­
clude GPp^‘ , that is, R is isomorphic to a suhdirect sum of 
Galois fields GPp which does not include GPp^ *-’ • Then, 
by Theorem 2.8, the degree of R is
q* = l + lcm -1) ai+lcm fs-(p^^‘ -1)} < q
'"f 'Tty
in contradiction. Hence, the representation of R must in­
clude GPp^* .
Let R be a (q,c)-ring with as an essential
component. By Lemma 3.4, p^ is a factor of c, and, by 
Lemma 3.5, (p^‘ -1) is a member of the c-maximal divisor set 
S of (q-1), Lem ^ S-(p^*-l) f É 1cm m q-1. Suppose
1cm “{s-Cp^* -1) j" rt q-1. Since (p^‘ -1) ^ S and (p / -1) is a
divisor of (p^‘-l), (p* -1) ss. Let T be the direct product 
of the Galois fields GFp^‘^  such that (p^ '^ÿ-1)  ^^ S-Cp*^ * -1)J. 
Then, by Theorem 2.8, the degree q’ of T is q*r 1 4 1cm
1 S-Cp*^'-l)Jr q. The characteristic of T is c, so T is a
(q,c)-ring with a representation which does not include 
Gî^^* In contradiction. Hence, 1cm £s-(p^* -l)j <  q-1#
In view of Theorems 3.4 and 3.5, one might ask if 
there are any (q,c)-rings, q composite, whose structure is 
uniquely determined. The answer is yes. As an example, con­
sider the (21,55)-ring. The c-maximal divisor set of 20 jz 
21-1 includes only 4- 5-1, and 10 mllvl. By Theorem 5.4,
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GFg. ar)d GFa are essential components of ^  {21,55)-ring^ 
they are the only components, so every (21,55)-ring is 
isomorphic to a suhdirect sum of the fields and GP// •
There remain other (q,c)-rings whose structure is not 
so definite. Consider the {25,195)-ring. The c-maximal 
divisor set of 24 =- 25-1 includes 2=3-1, 8=3^ -1, 4=5-1^ 
24% 25-1, and 12=13-1. An examination of Theorems 3.4 and 
3.5 shows that the only essential component is GP/^ $ It is 
possible to exhibit (25,195)-rings which do not have a 
particular member of the set GPj, GF^, GP^ , and GP^ -^as a 
component. The direct sum of GP5» GPy, and GP/jis a (25,
195)-ring which does not have either GPj or GP^^as a com­
ponent • The direct sum of GFkss GP^, and GP/? is a (25,195) 
ring -rnhich does not have either GPf or GPf as a component.
As an application of Theorem 3.5, let us examine a 
(25,39)-rlng. The c-maximal divisor set of 24=25-1 in­
cludes 2=3-1, 8 =3^-1, and 32=13-1. Essential components 
of a (25,39)-ring are GP<^  and GP/5 » There are some (25-39)- 
rings whidi include GFj as a component and others which do 
not include GP^. The direct sum of GP^, GPf, and GP/j is an 
example of the former, ihile GPf and GP/j is an example of 
the latter.
In sunmary, it appears that there are essential 
ainbiguities in the structure of many (q,c)-rings. We can 
say that in any representation of a particular (q-jc)-ring 
only certain Galois„fields_mayLbe„ us,ed,_bnt-_we__can_no,t------
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guarantee that In every representation all permissible Galois 
fields •will be used*
CEâPTSl 17 
SOME REMARKS OR A THEOREM OF WADE*S
Wade [4Q  considers a slightly more general class of 
rings than the p-rings, namely, commutative rings R with the 
following restrictions;
(A) There exists an integer m such that for xER,
mz = 0#
It is not assumed that R necessarily has character­
istic m* In that which follows p denotes any prime divisor, 
of M , and p'^the maximum power of p dividing m*
(B) For every x f R, there is a y S R  such that x^- x
(C) If pxnO, there is a y such that x% p'^  ^ y.
We shall show in this chapter that, for certain values 
of m, commutative rings with properties (A), (B), and (0) 
are actually (q,c)-rings. To do this we consider a representa­
tion theorem obtained by Wade and prove that the rings used 
in this representation are (q,c)-rings*
Let I_ denote the residue class ring of the integers 
modulo m. Then the theorem of Wade*s can be stated in the 
following form;
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Thewëm 4*1 (Wade): A ring R with properties (A),
(B), (C) is a subriiag of the direct sum of rings
We shall first restrict ourselves to dealing with 
the rings vAiere m is the product of distinct primes* In 
order to establish that these rings are (q,c)-rings we need 
the following theoran.
Theorem 4*2: If n %ar, m-br, (a,b) = 1, m= p, p^ p^
• p^ if i j* ^=lcm fp, -1, p^ -1^ •.*, P^-1),
then
n'^s 1 (mod b) , 
n (mod m) •
Proof: Since mgp^ P*,Pj***P^* P*i^  P^ if 1 ^  j,
and m-br, it follows that (b,r)= 1# Also, (b,a)nl, so 
(b,n)cl* 2ÎOW, b-p^ ' p^* ... p^S where p^*, i= 1,2, ..., 
m, is one of the set -[py , ..., p^j # For convenience,
arrange the factors p^  , p^  , ..., in such a manner that 
b = p  p ...p and r= p ...p . By Fenaatîô theorem/ it /nt+Z
(1) of*^3 1 (mod p,, ), 1=11,2, m.
(2) n*^  S 1 (mod ), i= 1,2, ..., m.
That is.
(3) n*^= 1+ 1^ Pà * i" l,2,...,m.
Consequent ly ,
(4) n"^ % 1 +1 p, P;j^ p^  ...p^l-/-1 b.
(5) ri^ = 1 (mod b) •
If we multiply (4) by n=ar we obtain
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(6) n + r r m , ------------------------- "
(7) n (mod m) •
Corollary 4.1: If Cn,m) -1, m=
if i ^ j, ,4% 1cm (p, «1, p^ -1, ^ - 1 ) ,  then
n^5 1 (mod m)
Proof: This follows easily from Theorem 4»2, since
we now have r d  and m= b.
We are now in a position to prove our assertion that,
under certain restrictions, the rings are (q,c)-rings.
Theorem 4.3; If m = p ^ p^ ... p^ , Pi ¥ P V i ^ j,
Q
then the rings I,,^  are (q,c)-rings with c= m and q = l-f 1cm
(P/ -Ij P^ , -1, Pg -If •••* P^-^)*
Proof : That the integers modulo m form a ring is
well known. Clearly the characteristic of the ring is m.
If n. £ l ^  , from Theorem 4.2 we know that nfs n, where q r l f  
1cm (p^  -1, p^ -1, p^  -1, ..., p^-1). Hence, I ^ i s  a 
(q’,c)- ring for some q* . It follows immediately from 
Corollary 3.1 that q* 2 q; hence, I ^  is a (q,c)-ring.
Let us replace property (A) of Wade by the following: 
(A*) There exists an integer m = p^  p^ ... p^ , p^ ^ 
p • if i ^  j, such that for x £R, mx= 0.
Q
We may now rewrite Theorem 4.1 as follows;
Theorem 4.4; A ring R with properties (A*), (B),
(C), is a subring of the direct sum of (q,c)-rings with c = m  
and qz 1 +lcm (p^  -1, p^ -1, p^  -1, ..., p ^ -1).
: Proof : This follows _immediaj;e_ly_from_,Theorems—4-.l---
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and 4.3.
This leads to the following theorem.
Theorem 4.5: A ring R with properties (A*)# (B), (C),
Is a (q,c)-rlng with
me 0 (mod c),
q=2 or 1cm (p^  -1, p^ -1, ..., p ^ -1)5 0 (mod (q-1)).
Proof: The direct sum of (q,c)-rings Is a (q,c)-rlng.
Hence, by Theorem 4.4, a ring R with properties (A*)> (B), 
and (C) Is a subring of a (q,c)-rlng with ce m and q= If 1cm 
(P/ -1* Pg -1, ..., p^-1). A subring of a (q,c)-rlng is 
another (q,c)-rlng. Let c be the characteristic of the sub­
ring. Then we can write m=rc+ s, where s< c. Let x be any 
element of the subring. Then cz= 0. Since x Is an element 
of the original ring we also have
mxa (rc-f s)x= rcx+ sx = sx =0.
This Is isiposslble unless 8=0, hence 
ms 0 (mod c) «
Let q be the degree of the subring. If q=2, we are 
through. If q^2, then let x be any element of the subring. 
Then x%x. Since x Is an element of the original ring we 
also have
By Lemma 2.7
1cm (py -1, p^ -1, ..., p^-l)s n (q-1),
and
__________________ lomj(p^^_^, p^_j^,_ j^.,^p^^j^)=Æ_C#qdlLqT^lXl._
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The next theorem illustrates the difficulty encounter- 
ed when m is divisible by a power of a prime.
Theorem 4.6: If mrp^*^ p^ ... p^, o l ,  then
pf ^  p^  (mod m) for all ($?" 1.
Proof: Assume p ^ =  p^  (mod m) for some ^^1. Then,
Then, p f ~ ' , where n = p^ "^  p^ ... p ^  . Now,
p^  is a divisor of the left-hand side of this equation,, and, 
consequently, p^  must be a divisor of the right-hand side.
But this is impossible, and the theorem is proven.
Corollary 4.2: If m = p^ p^ . .. p ^  , ofz 1, then the
rings I ^  are not (q,c)-rings.
Û
Proof: Since V ^  V , (mod m) for all 1, there
is no q "7 1 such that, for all x £ I^ , x x.
While the rings I ^  are not (qjc)-rings, certain sub- 
rings are (q,c)-rings. If m =rp ^  P^*** P/M, » 1, a ring
having properties (A), (B), and (0), is then a subring of 
the direct sum of rings which are not (q,c)-rings. This 
subring, however, can be a (q,c)-ring. No results of general 
interest in this connection have been obtained.
CHàPTER V
COMïïUTATrVE, ASSOCIATIVE, AM) DISTRIBUTIVE 
FÜHCTIOKS OH (3,3)-RIMîS
Initially, let us reiaark that a (3,3)-ring is in the 
notation of McCoy and Montgomery (2]J a p-ring with p = 3.
In his paper on Boolean algebras Stone Ql] was able 
to start with a Boolean ring and, by introducing two new 
operations U , defined in terms of the ring operations, 
construct a Boolean algebra. Conversely, he was able to 
start with a Boolean algebra, define his ring operations in 
terms of the operations of the algebra, and construct a 
Boolean ring. In this manner he was able to establish an 
isomorphism between Boolean algebras and Boolean rings.
The two operations of the Boolean algebra are rather 
remarkable. Hot only are they both commutative and associa­
tive, but they are also mutually distributive.
Jacobson also introduced a quasi-addition in his 
papers ^1^, Q.3] treating the structure of algebras and rings. 
Actually, this is the same operation Stone used in his study 
of Boolean algebras, but Jacobson uses it in connection with
a_wider—cXaAS—of ring-s.------------------------------------
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This immediately raises the question: IsiLTpossihle
to define on rings other than Boolean two operations each of 
imhich is coîoautative and associative and which are mutually 
distrihutlve? In this chapter we answer that question for 
rings whose degree and characteristic are both 3*
Let us first recall the definitions of the operations 
of the Boolean algebra used by Stone:
a u b = a +b + ab, 
a /\ bza-b.
Note that the algebraic ^multiplication" is in no sense 
unusual, but that the "addition" is a little out of the 
ordinary•
Accordingly, we seek to determine the most general 
polynomial function having the following properties:
(A) f (a^b) = f (b,a)
(B) f (a^f(b,c) ) =f (f(a,b),c)
(e ) a f (b,c)= f (ab,ac)
(D) f(a,bc)=f(a,b). f(a,c)*
Theorem 5.1: A polynomial fhnction defined on all
(3,3)-ring8 and having properties (A), (B), (C), and (D) is 
identically zero*
Proof: The most general function possible is
( 1) f (a,b) » A, a abM^a^+A^b* b -Mjab*fAgib%A^•
From (C) it follows that f (0,0) mOf (b,c)=0. But 
f(0,0)-i^, h e n c e 0#
______ From (A) it follows that_______ ____________________
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(2) A, (a-b) (b-a) a^-b^T-^^lg-Cb^'^^Tf/^^Ta^b-ab*’ ) fA^(ab^
a^b) =0.
This must hold ifeen a d ,  b= 0. Thus we obtain 
( 3 ) A, — = 0*
Likewise (2) must hold when a =r2, b= 0. This yields 
( 4 ) 2 —2 ^ 2 ^  A — A^ - = 0 •
Subtracting (4) from (3) one finds
/A, - Ag^
TJsing this result in (3) leads to
A  f =Aj-
(2) may now be written as
(5) (a^ -b-ab*) -f Ay (ab^-a^) =  0.
When a d ,  b= 2, it follows that
We now write (1) in the following form
(6) f(a,b) =. A, (a + b)-f A3 a b -f- Ay (a^f b^) Ac. (a^b f ab*)
-fAya^b*’.
TTsing properties (A), (D), (A), and (D) in that order
we find that f(a^,0) - f (0,a*’) = f (0,a) • f(0,a) = f(a,0) • f(a,0)
= f(a,0)•
However, f(a ,0) = a^, and f(a,0) = A,a a^*
Hence,
(7) A, a^ —  Af a.
When a % 2, A,= 2A, , and A, = 0.
If we now use (C) we find that af(a,0) = f(a^,0)« 
A^ s„a__c_ons.e_quenc_e_,_______________  ____________________  ___
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%L.(8) a — Ay a'
As before, when a = 2, 2 Ay-Ay, and Ay = 0,
Using (C) once again we have af(a,b)= f(a^,ab)•
Accordingly,
(9) A^ (a^b-ab) = Ag(a"^b^-ab^) .
If a = 2, b=: 2, it follows that Ag =-Ag ,
It is now possible to write (6) as
(10) f(a,b)^A3 (ab-a^b^)+A«.(a^b + a b^).
Another use of (C) leads to
(11) ^3(0 a b - c a^b^- abc^f a'^ b^ c^ ) = 0.
When a =: 1, b^2, c —g, we find that Ag= 0.
Using only the demands that the operations be comanta* 
tive and that the operations be mutually distributive, we 
have found that the function must be of the following form
(12) f(a,b) = A^(a^bf a b^).
Use of (D) at this time yields
(13) A4.(a^bcfab*c^) = Afc (a^bcyabc*’ -f- ab^cf a^^bV).
If a = b= 2, c = l, we find that Afc= 0.
This proves the theorem.
May we again emphasize that in the above proof we 
did not demand that the function be associative.
Having failed in our quest for an “addition" which 
would be distributive with respect to "multiplication”, we 
now seek to determine those functions which have piroperties 
(A), (B), and (C)o These properties are those of ordinary 
additiqn,„so_jLe__kapw_Jbhat_there__is__at_Aeast_one_such_function.
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There may be others* Th3.s^ ëarch~iead^~t^"the^ollowïrg 
theorem*
Theorem 5.2: The only non-zero polynomial functions
on (3,3)-rlngs having properties (A), (B), and (C), are
f (a,b)= a b, 
and f (a,b) = Sa"^  b + 2ab^*
Proof : TTsing those results of Theorem 5.1 which de­
pend only on (A) and (C), we find that it is possible to 
write,
(1) f(a,b) -^ l,(aib)t;i3ab-f/1y(a^ -fb^ )-^ ;j^  (a^bf ab^ )+Aja*b*'.
As before it follows from (C) that af(a,0)= f(a*,0). 
This yields
(2) /4^ a = a^.
TShen a = 2, 2 A/=0.
We now write
(3) f (a,b) = (atb)f;y ab f/IJa^b f ab^)f;(gCa^b^).
af (1,-1) = f{a,-a) by use of (C). Therefore,
(4) a(— A3 ) = — y^a ^ A^a^
When tL ^  2, A g ^  *
Again rewriting f(a,b) we have
(5) f(a,b) = A, (a+b) 4 A5 (ab-f a=^ b^ ) ^-A^Ca^b + ab^).
Use of (C) again leads to af (1,1) = f (a,a) „
This yields
(6) : 2 A3 a = 2 Ag a^
If a= 2, A3 =2 A3 , Aj=0.
!______ T.he„la_st_rjB_sult_ emble_s„ttS_„to__writs________________
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(7 ) f (a,b ) =TVl, (a + b) ----------------------
We now use (B) to obtain
f(a, hi (b+c) t;i(^ (b^ c + bc»)) = f( A,(atb)-»Mja*'bfab^),c). 
Tbat is,
>,(a t;\,(bfc) +y^(b^c t bc^) ) Cbfc)+;ijb*cfbc*j]
zlc'i- -c^) i + i<Oj}=
i  Z a . ^  -h Z c .^ ^ ^ ) -f (Za. I  +  Z£.^J.^)1 / c f  +  4-Ac(.(àZ4dZ^jl
This in turn gives ^
- tA fA ja ^ ^ -f -Z a J -c  +  -f- 2A,A^ (Za.J-c, +
R, A^C - h A ^ x:^).
Simplification of above leads to
(8) i-rU^ -4
xe. f/)«. ( Z o , ^ V ^ a / V
-f;i, XI f / ^ %  f
If we place a =1, b= c=: 0, we find
(9) \,^A^ ,
We use this result to write (8) as 
( 10) -hh,A^ iZ Z/k =
-f .
If we now let a = 2, b = c — 1, we obtain
-f ^6. = 0 .
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The simp lest (5,3)-rïn^T^the ring of the residue 
classes of the integers modulo 3. If we select A., and 
from the elements of this ring, the values of X , which 
satisfy (9) are 1 and 0. If 1, we find from (11) that
0. If 0, then and 1^= 2, Thus the only
functions having the desired properties are
f(a,h) =; a-f. b, 
f (a,b) z 2a ^  b + 2ab^.
We had hoped that the above investigation would lead 
us to a ”quasi-addition” having properties both interesting 
and useful. However, the only alternative to ordinary 
addition has a rather serious defect-namely, #ie ”quasi-sum” 
of any element and zero is zero. This makes further study 
unintere st ing •
There yet remains the possibility of generalizing 
the concept of ”multiplication” • Accordingly, we seek those 
polynomial functions having properties (A), (B), and
(E) f (a,b + c) =;f (a,b) + f  (a,c) .
Ordinary multiplication has these three properties, but there 
may be other functions having these properties.
Theorem 5^3 s On (3,3)-rings the only polynomial 
function having properties (A), (B), and (E) is
f (a,b) = ab.
Proof: We again start with the most general function
po s sible, namely
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(1) f(a,b):r A, ab -^ A^ a -^ s^-b®--f-/l^ a*b-fAy-ab*-^ ;ija*b^ ,^
From (E) we obtain f(a,0)-= f (a,©)f f (a,0) 
and f(a,0)=i0# Tbis leads to
(2) a "t" a — 0#
If we place a =• 0, - 0*
Placing ar=.l, we find X,+Ay=0*
Placing a n 2, we find 2X,-fAy = 0*
As a result, A, = A*pO.
Using (A) and (E) yields f (0,b) =:f(b,0) == ©•
Hence ,
(3) 0.
Placing b -1 results inA%f,^=0. Placing b n 2 gives
2 Aj, -f Ay= 0* Consequently, Aa. r Ag-= 0.
We now use (K) to obtain ^
A^&cJ-hÆ) 4\d?'Ci^ -c.)
-f-rZ) XL -f -hrlj AX V
This reduces to
(4) 2 ^7 abc + 2 Ag a^bcn 0.
If in (4) we let a - b r c — 1, we find 2 A7+- 2Ay= 0*
If we let a =2, b =c = 1, we find A^-^2 Ap= 0. Consequently,
A7 - — 0 •
The results obtained enable us to write
(5) f(a,b) = Ajab
(A) says that f(a^«a) =zf(•a^a) • This is used to oh- 
tai u_____ __________________— —   -- —----- — - -----------:
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(6) 2 ^ a =  0.
Placing a— 2 in (6) yields 0# Hence,
(7) f(a,b) = A-3 ab.
Again it is of interest to note tbat the proof of
this theorem in no place uses the demand that our function
be associative.
We have shown in this chapter that it is Impossible 
to parallel the concepts of logical sum and logical product 
in (3,5)-rings. If one retains the idea of ordinary mul­
tiplication, then addition must be defined in the usual sense 
or in a trivial fashion; if the idea of ordinary addition 
is retained, then one must define multiplication as usual 
or as a multiple thereof.
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